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Abstract—The advances of using carbon-nanotube (CNT)
triode structure field-emission (FE) devices for display applications require an accurate and efficient SPICE-compatible device
model for evaluating their electrical behaviors in the early circuit
and system design stage. This letter presents a simple and efficient
macromodeling approach that can accurately model the CNT
triode FE devices independent of the device process and physical
structures for circuit simulations.

a simple macromodeling approach is presented, which can be
used to accurately model the CNT triode FE devices independent of variations of the device process and physical structures.

Index Terms—Carbon nanotube (CNT), field-emission (FE)
display, field-emission triode, macromodeling.

Due to the strong dependence of the electrical characteristics
on process and physical structures, and the fairly complicated
FE mechanisms of CNT, it is impractical to develop an efficient
and accurate physical model for the CNT FE devices to be
used in SPICE circuit simulations to evaluate their electrical
performance in the early circuit and system design stage. Additionally, due to the complicated triode structure, it is also
too difficult to accurately extract all the intradevice parasitic
resistances and capacitances. A simple route is by using a twoterminal Fowler–Nordheim (F–N) SPICE diode model to replace the three-terminal configuration for fitting the dependence
of the cathode current on the gate-cathode voltage only [4], as
shown in Fig. 1(a). However, this method is not only physically
inaccurate but also neglects the impact from the gate-to-cathode
leakage current.
The proposed macromodeling approach is described in
Fig. 1(b). Both the anode-to-cathode (Iac ) and gate-to-cathode
(Igc ) currents are modeled by voltage-controlled current
sources. The 1-D piecewise linear (PWL) function in SPICE
is used to describe the current sources through modeling the
Iac –VG−C and Igc –VG−C characteristics by directly specifying
the experimentally measured data points [5]. The syntax of
using the PWL function is

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

IELD-EMISSION DISPLAYS (FEDs) are characterized
by superior display performances such as fast response
time, wide viewing angles, wide operation temperatures,
cathode-ray-tube-like colors, ultraslim features, low cost, and
low-power consumption [1]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have
inherent advantages as a field emitter material due to their
excellent field-emission (FE) characteristics, strong chemical
stability, and high mechanical strength. With the advances of
using CNTs as field emitters, FEDs have already shown great
promise to compete in the large-size display market [2].
FEDs can be operated in either diode or triode mode devices.
The triode structure with a gate electrode much closer to the
cathode to extract electrons has high-emission current densities
at low voltages and is therefore preferred for FEDs, which leads
to lower driving voltage, high light efficiency, smooth gray
scale imaging, and fast response for moving pictures [3]. In
the past, much effort was expended on optimizing the process
technologies and device structures to achieve higher emission
current density, lower turn-on voltage, lower gate leakage for
low power, and higher efficiency [1], [3]. To integrate a given
FE triode device into a display system for desired performance,
it is highly preferred to be able to timely and accurately
evaluate the device’s electrical behaviors in the early circuit
and system design stage. Therefore, an efficient and accurate
SPICE-compatible model must be developed for this purpose.
However, the complicated device structure and FE mechanisms
pose considerable challenges on device modeling. In this letter,
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II. M ODELING I SSUES AND THE
M ACROMODELING A PPROACH
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where
1) voltage-controlled element name;
2) positive/negative nodes of the element;
3) keyword for voltage-controlled current source;
4) PWL keyword function;
5) positive/negative controlling function;
6) experimental data points.
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Fig. 1. (a) Simple SPICE model using F-N diode model to replace the threeterminal configuration for CNT FE triode devices. (b) Proposed macromodeling
approach for developing SPICE-compatible CNT triode FE device models.
The voltage-controlled current sources Igc and Iac are modeled by directly
specifying the experimental data points via the PWL function in SPICE.

During normal electrical characterization of the FE devices,
the experimental data of Iac –VG−C and Igc –VG−C characteristics at different anode voltage (VA ) bias is obtained by varying
the gate voltage (VG ) with the fixed cathode voltage (VC ) and
anode-to-cathode voltage (VA−C ). But, in an actual display
matrix, the gray-scales of each FE element are modulated by
changing VC with the fixed VG and VA , and thus VA−C changes
as VG−C varies for different gray-scales. However, considering
the VA is much larger than the variations of VC during the full
gray-scale modulation, the experimentally measured Iac –Vgc
and Igc –Vgc data can still be directly used in the modeling.
In Fig. 1(b), Cgc represents the parasitic capacitance between
the gate and cathode, and is important for transient circuit
simulations. Cgc can be extracted by using three-dimensional
field solvers.
The macro-modeling approach is used to model two types
of CNT FE triode devices with different structures: one is the
device with CNT on silicon post structure, and the other is the
device with CNTs in open aperture structure and the sidewall
oxide spacer to reduce the gate leakage current. Details about
the fabrication of the FE devices can be found in [6] and [7],
respectively. Fig. 2 shows the perfect fitting of the simulation
results based on the macro-model to the experimental data
of both devices. Actually, because the experimental data of
a given device is directly input into the model, the model
can reproduce the real electrical characteristics of the device
with no deviations, and since the modeling method doesn’t
need any procedures for physical equations, derivation and
parameter extraction, it can also perform very efficiently by
quickly developing SPICE compatible device models for the

Fig. 2. Fitting of the obtained simulation results via the proposed macromodeling approach to the experimental results for two types of field emission
triode devices: (a) The device with carbon nanotube on silicon post structure
[6]; (b) The device with carbon nanotube in open aperture structure and the
sidewall oxide spacer to reduce the gate leakage current [7].

Fig. 3. Current-copier pixel driver circuit to drive and control the CNT field
emission elements in active-matrix display applications.

newly built devices with novel structures or processes. The
derived model is based on the input experimental data, and
thus is only valid for the given CNT FE device. However, it
doesn’t mean that the models derived by this macro-modeling
approach have less generality than those derived by a standard
modeling method, since by a standard modeling method, even
if a universal model can be derived, extraction of new model
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of the pixel circuit can be found in [4], [8]. Fig. 4(a) shows the
electrical characteristics of two types of FE triode devices being
used in the simulations. It is assumed, in the two cases, the total
emission current from the cathode is same, but with different
gate-to-cathode leakage (Igc ). Fig. 4(b) presents the simulated
anode-to-cathode current (Iac ) as a function of the input data
current for the pixel circuit. The increase of Igc decreases Iac ,
thus result in a reduction in the brightness and also contrast.
This simulation example proves the macro-modeling approach
can be used to effectively model the CNT FE triode devices
for circuit simulations. The results also indicate that, through
considering the gate leakage current into the modeling, the
simulations can quickly predict the effects of gate leakage on
the display performance.
III. C ONCLUSION
A simple and effective macro-modeling approach is introduced to quickly develop SPICE compatible device models for
CNT triode FE devices in display applications. The approach
has been proved to be able to accurately model the CNT triode
FE devices independent of the device process and physical
structures for circuit simulations.
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